Se a ART Tr ail
Be on the LOOK out!
Keep your EYES open
Hello! I have hopped into an
artefact in the Nelson Gallery.

• Find Where am I?
In the
you guess my name?
• Can
Write your suggestion here…

Can you find the
NAUTILUS SHELL?
Where is it?
In the
Look at how the shell shines.
It is PEARLESCENT!
Can you make this drawing
of the Shell sparkle?
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Go to the back of the Nelson Gallery.
Look carefully at
the embroidery on
Emma Hamilton’s dress.
Try sketching a part of the embroidery here.

Can you redesign her dress
by adding some of your
own decoration?

Find Nelson’s Visiting Card.

Now design one for yourself. Don’t forget a colourful border!
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Find the display of medals in the Sailing Navy gallery.
Award someone special
a medal and colour the
ribbon for them.

This medal has been
awarded to.............................
....................................................
................................................
because ...................................
....................................................
....................................................

Shiver my timbers!
Timber is used to make boats.
Can you find the bits of old timber in the Victory Gallery?
They have an interesting TEXTURE.

• What is the texture?
• Can you think of some words to describe how the TIMBER feels
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We are the figureheads!
Can you find out which ship we belonged to?
Draw a squiggly line from our faces to the correct ship…

HMS
GRAMPUS		

HMS		
CARNATIC		

HMS		
ASIA		

HMS
ESPIEGLE

You are the Captain of a ship!
Write the name of your ship here.

Design a figurehead for your ship in this box.
Remember it has to SYMBOLIZE the name!
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Pattern Spotter!
Fill these boxes with patterns you find in the galleries.

Why not try some more
sea inspired art at home?
You could make a hat like Nelson’s, a papier
mache sword or your own snip book like
this one in the Nelson Gallery!

Have fun!
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